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Short+Sweet Sydney – Variety Gala 
12 of the best Dance, Cabaret and Theatre acts from 2014 

 

Sat 22 Mar, 7:30pm 

York Theatre, Seymour Centre 

 

1. S+S CABARET – Opening the Variety Gala is the amazing cabaret act, “Harry And Liv”. 

Harry and Liv are brother and sister living in a small inner west apartment. Both avid 

musicians, they can’t afford groceries because they spent all their savings on a grand 

piano. Performed by actual brother and sister, this dry slice-of-life comedy pokes fun at 

family, and the reality of trying to live an artistic life in a busy city. It’s written and 

performed by real life siblings Charlotte and Evan Kerr. 

 

 

2. S+S THEATRE – The second act was a hit from our 

Theatre. “Is It Because I’m Indian???” is written, directed and performed by 

Rajendra Moodley. Is Australia racist? Rajendra’s life as an actor/writer, in 

ten minutes. Always being too late to be the “token Indian” and coming full 

circle to end up at an extras agency… but… is there light at the end? 

Independent Theatre Company Australian Bollywood Productions presents 

this act, with costume by Lily Kovac. 

 

 

3. S+S DANCE – Up next is our first dance piece for 

the Variety Gala, called “No, I Would Never”. You 

are a good person, really. But that doesn’t stop 

those subconscious, unprovoked, out of the blue 

thoughts. You know the ones…it’s that little voice of 

yours that’s not quite you. Acknowledge your own 

devilish instincts as the work delves into real life 

confessions of moments in time, where initial 

reactions to various situations are unexplainable, or 

perhaps just downright wrong. Choreographed and 

performed by Hayley Raw. 

 

 

4. S+S CABARET – The fourth show for the Variety Gala is “Dance With De Vil”, 

written by Brendan Hay and Jared Jekyll. After 22 years locked in the dungeons of 

Hell Hall, come meet recently discovered playboy, son of a renowned Villainess 

and newly appointed King of fashion empire "House of de Vil", in his first public 

appearance to sing songs about Mummy - Cruello de Vil! Starring co-writer 

Brendan, with accompaniment from Benjamin Kiehne. 

 

 



 

5. S+S THEATRE – The fifth act is “Dust And Shadows” from our Theatre 

season. Robert Brennan spectacularly directs Maryanne Jaques’ allegorical 

script, with Barry Walsh as the Captain and Jessica Lawrence as the Soldier, 

with Juan Lorenzo Suarez Camacho, Elizabeth Silk, Jessie Hanlon and Katie 

Lees as the chorus. As a young dashing captain’s career balloons, so too 

does his ego; he must learn to rely on the simple wisdom of one of his 

soldiers or else he could be destroyed by his pride. 

 

 

6. S+S DANCE – Closing the first half of the show is “Sink Or Swim”, 

a wonderfully entertaining dance piece choreographer by Natalie 

Pelarak and performed by Merrin Reid, Cersha Lie 

Burn, Laura Jackson, Ashleigh Golding, Ashleigh 

Woodlands and Gina Gonzalez. 

 

 

7. S+S THEATRE – First after the interval is “Indignitas”, written by England’s Jonathan 

Skinner and directed by Rosemary Ghazi.  Set in the future, in a voluntary euthanasia clinic, 

Phillip Foster gives up his life in return for his children receiving a free education and start 

on the housing ladder - after a few final questions have been answered. Starring Martin 

Portus as Foster and Charlotte Connor as the Doctor. 

 

8. S+S DANCE – The eighth act is “Nyunga”, another hit from 

the Dance festival. You can feel her on your skin. You can 

take her photo without consent. She is both beautiful and 

dangerous. Yes she is the centre of your universe. Without 

her we are cold, hungry and lost in darkness. Neglect her 

and she will burn you and leave you disillusioned. Her name 

is Nyunga, and she is the Sun. Choreographed by Thomas 

E.S. Kelly and performed by Thomas, Taree Sansbury, 

Caleena Sansbury and Phil Dean Walford. 

 

 

9. S+S CABARET – From our Cabaret festival comes a bit of burlesque! “A (Bit Of A) 

Postmodern Striptease” is written and performed by Irene Nicola, who asks ‘What is it 

to be a performer?’ in a world where the self is deconstructed, reinvented and 

marketed to suit the individual’s needs above the identity that lies beneath that 

constructed, polished veneer. Once all masks are off, are we still performing? This is a 

light-hearted, not-taking-itself-too-seriously, sexy lecture in performance theory and 

psychoanalysis! 

 

 

10. S+S THEATRE – The last of our Theatre shows in the 

Variety Gala is “Charity Case”, written and directed by Ruth Fingret from 

Independent Theatre Company Actors Anonymous. “Charity Case” explores 

the theme of our common humanity. When the well-meaning Rose tries to 

help the bird lady Olive with a bit of old fashioned charity, she gets more 

than she bargained for. Sometimes it’s really not so clear who is the charity 

case! Starring Sandra Campbell and Christine Greenough. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

11. S+S CABARET – Nearing the end of the night is another gem from the Cabaret festival, 

“Curtains”. Showbiz is full of ups and downs. But in a 30 year career Meredith has been in more 

than her fair share of shows that suddenly stopped, flopped or never got off the ground... 

involving major stars and dodgy characters! She'll dish the dirt and enlighten you in songs from 

those shows... where fact truly WAS stranger than fiction! Written and performed by Meredith 

O’Reilly, with Guy Noble accompanying.  

 

 

12. S+S DANCE – Wrapping up the evening is the absolutely spectacular “Swingdancin’”, a dance 

piece designed purely for your enjoyment! Sit back, relax and enjoy the infectious seven minute 

blend of classic and modern music. The choreography is a quirky mix of styles including swing, 

jazz, hip hop, fosse, charleston and jitterbug performed by a group of fabulous dancers and 

entertainers! The (obviously very talented) 

Natasha Crane choreographed the piece, with a 

massive ensemble of 24 dancers! Come and see 

this amazing piece featuring Amy Minnikin, Annie 

Lenore-Hanman, Cameron Boxall, Elysha Manik, 

Hannah Platts, Jada De Cinque, Jessica Karam, 

Jessica Sheather, Josh Russell, Justin Hitchcock, 

Kelly Brook, Liam Peel, Molly Sherden, Natalie 

Abreu, Shannon Hatchman, Shelby Blissett, 

Sheridan Barr, Sophie Gospodarczyk, Zan 

Kermond, Zoey Lanser and choreographer Natasha 

on stage. 

 

 

We mustn’t forget to mention our charming MC for the evening – the sexy and 

sophisticated Sophie Cook, who’ll be pulling the show together in style! 

 

 

 

The first ever Short+Sweet Sydney Variety Gala is going to be 

the spectacle of the year. Seriously, don’t miss it! 
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